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As a prize-winning, suspense-spinning best
seller, "Trial" left absolutely nothing to be
desired - except filming. And this, we're
happy to say, has been magnificently arranged by M-G-M with a superlative cast
starring Glenn Ford. Dorothy McGuire,
Arthur Kennedy, John Hodiak and Katy
Jurado.
"Trial" is the story of a teen-ager accused
of murder on his first date- and of the
strangely contrasting people caught up in
the dramatic case. It begins with a girl's
scream knifing the warm dark of a lover's
beach somewhere on the West Coast. It may
well end winning the Academy Award.
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For here is no ordinary thriller. Even
before publication. the novel by Don M.
Mankiewicz had won the coveted Harper
Prize over 885 other entries. It's easy to see
why. Never sensational for sensationalism's
sake, "Trial" is fast, electrifyingly outspoken and as full of sudden splendors as
of surprises.
Glenn Ford, who has enlivened the
screen with a series of fine performances,
clicks again in a part that pits him against
unpredictable violences. He is David Blake,
professor of law. who undertakes the unpopular, almost impossible d ·f n •e f Angel
Chavez. who is 17. Mexican 11ml inn cnl.
Since this is David's first '" • in I n·sh nn<J
blood courtroom. he i\ in hi\ own t·y ~
und tho ·e of the nut ,u pr rv 11• ~ • ·1 ·1111y h
hures with un un~c, up11lo11\ p111t,1 ·, 0,1
llilil him ·If.
Dorothy McGuire's secretary is a beautifully muted portrayal of a woman who
knows what's what and who's who and, at
David's kiss, wishes she didn't. Arthur Kennedy. a ruthless friend. and John Hodiak, a
compassionate foe. return to the screen
from the stage in triumphant style. Through
the antagonists they so vividly personify.
we are hurled into a larger arena than that
in which Angel Chavez's slim life is at
stake.
Credit producer Charles Schnee and director Mark' Robson for underscoring every
nuance and shock. The urgent screenplay.
by Mankiewicz himself, bars no holds,
ducks no issues. spares no feelings.
"Trial" is thus strong stuff indeed, the
stuff of greatness. Produced in the same
year by the same company that made "The
Blackboard Jungle", it reveals a similar daring frankness, a no-punches-pulled realism.
And it's the screen's closest look to date
into what makes people tick ... what makes
them love without end or hate without rea- •
son ... what makes them reach for the moon
or reach for a gun ... what makes them, in
short- people!

* "TRIAL"
* starring
*
M-G-M presents
GLENN
FORD, DOROTHY McGUIRE, ARTHUR
KENNEDY,JOHN H0DIAK, KATY JURADO
with Rafael Campos, Juano Hernandez.
Written by Don M. Mankiewicz, from his
Harper's Prize Novel. Directed by Mark
Robson. Produced by Charles Schnee. An
M-G-M Picture.
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When Admiral Arleigh Burke was upped
from Commander Destroyers Atlantic to
Chief of Naval Operations (see pages
21-25), his staff at Newport, Rhode
Island, was hard put to flnd a suitable
farewell gift. It was flnolly decided to
commission naval

artist

Fred Freeman,

whose work hos frequently appeared in
Collier's, to paint one of Burke's outstanding engagements of World War II
-The
Battle of Cope St. George, In
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which his little Beaver Squadron sank
three Japanese destroyers. Some 50
members of Burke's staff and destroyer
officers who had served under him contributed to the gift fund. The completed
picture serves as o backdrop for Collier's cover photo of the admiral e In
the upper right-hand corner Is Haward
Cassady of Ohio State, named "Back of
the Year" in Francis Wallace's annual
Football Preview beginning on page 28
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"31-KNOT''

BURKE
How

Will He

Run

the

Navy?

By WALTERKARIG
An old friend tells why a tough, bold, outspoken destroyer man was
picked over 92 senior admirals to boss the world's biggest navy

"WE ARE DESTROYER MEN! A bigship man would have trouble filling
our shoes. We like to think we would
hal'e no trouble filling his. We have.
learned the lesson of self-reliance, of
not being afraid of a little rough living or any tough assignment. We are
real sailormen, the destroyer men
of the fleet. When things are getting
too hard for anyone else, they're getting just right for us."
BARRETT GALLAGHER

That's what Arleigh Burke was preaching to the destroyer crews a few short
months ago, when he wa~ Commander Destroyers Atlantic-King of the Cans. That
is what he believes. It's 1also what he believes about himself, without arrogance but
with confidence.
•
.(\. couple of weeks ago he moved into the Pentagon as boss man of the whole
Nav,y-destroyers, carriers, cruisers, tugs, airplanes, LSTs and moth-balled battleship;,. President Eisenhower, who had never before known him-no more than had
ccrctary of Defense Charles E. Wilson or Secretary of the Navy Charles S. Thomas
-propelled him over the heads of 92 senior admirals to make him Chief of Naval
Operations. But, after.~11,he is "31-Knot" Burke-so dubbed by Admiral William F.
(Bljll) Halsey because Arleigh travels faster than expected, and turns up before he
is dµe. It was so in the Pacific, where in one four-month stretch his Destroyer Squadron 23, nicknamed The Little Beavers, sank 14 Japanese warships and knocked
down 30 enemy planes and an uncounted number of U.S. Army shore-built privies.
Bu~ of all that, more later. Maybe President Eisenhower, and Secretaries Wilson
and Thomas, didn't know what this stocky, blue-eyed blond Scandinavian from Colorndo looked like, but they certainly knew him by reputation.
In the official biographical questionnaire every naval officer must periodically fill
out, one question asks for data on "unusual war experiences, campaigns and operaContinued on next page
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CARRETT GALLAGHER

Burke was stunned at the news he had been promoted
to the job of Chief of Naval Operations-and

he had one regret:

he hated to leave his "beautiful destroyers"
tions." Burke, who bas been awarded every Navy
decoration except the Congressional Medal of
Honor, and some of them two and three times,
answered : "None."
There was muttering in the Navy Department
when Burke's nomination was announced. "Too
soon, too soon," was the theme of talk in the ArmyNavy Club bar. "He hasn't had enough experience.
He's a destroyer man. Sbould've bad a go first at
CINCLANT"-Commander
in Chief Atlantic
Fleet.
Burke himself was completely surprised by the
appointment. "Stunned" is the way be put it to
me. We met one day shortly after the news broke,
and be still seemed puzzled.

"WALTER," HE ASKED, "why
did they give me this job?" Although we are old friends, my
first thought was that this was
a rather silly question to put to a
retired reserve officer. "I don't
know," I answered rather facetiously. "I wasn't
consulted, that's for certain." As the conversation
continued, it dawned on me that Arleigb's question
was honest and artless. Sometimes he can be pretty
naive. At this same meeting be told me be bated
to leave the "beautiful destroyers."
With the appointment of Burke, Navy Secretary
Thomas sounded the knell on the naval tradition
that you only bad to live long enough to become a
three-star admiral and win a chance at CNO. Hereafter, be announced in an open letter, promotion
would be based on merit and accomplishment, not
longevity.
And that, if the question needs an answer, is why
Arleigb Burke got the job. The Navy is entering a
new phase, as radically different from the era of
World War II as Theodore Roosevelt's "Great
White Fleet" differed from Farragut's paddle wheelers. The Navy is entering upon the atomic age in
submarines (two already built), surface ships and
airplanes. Strategy and tactics must change, logistics also--there are new answers to when to give
battle, bow, and with what.
The new boss of the Navy bad to be a man uninfluenced by the past, although fully experienced in
pre-Pearl Harbor methods. He had to be a man of
demonstrable new· ideas. He had to be an inspiring
leader. Burke was, and is, all of these-not because any partisan thinks so, but by the cold, terse
record of the Navy Department, which has never

been known to say an extra kind word about
anyone.
The factual, unflattering reason given in high
places for Burke's elevation to the job is that there
is no one better qualified for it. But there was a
tin1e not too long ago when a President, a Secretary
of Defense and a Secretary of the Navy bad not one
kind word among them to say about Arleigh Burke.
Six years ago Burke was considered a gone
goose, his career ruined. Fellow officers said he
had stuck his neck out unnecessarily to criticize
cancellation of the Navy's big new carrier United
States by the then Secretary of Defense, Louis
Johnson. Then he had compounded his "crime" by
supplying the ammunition with which the Navy torpedoed the Air Force's plea that naval aviation be
turned over to it and carriers declared surplus. All
this happened in 1949, at hearings before the House
Armed Services Committee. The hearings culminated, but did not terminate, a propaganda war that
seems fantastic in retrospect.
In the weeks before Congress stepped in, the Air
Force had its generals promising the American
people that the next war would be won practically
in 24 hours; a flight of B-36s, it said, would blast
any enemy country off the map. The Navy's pseudoscience writers were busy grinding out essays to
show that although it might take a fleet of carriers
two days to complete the task, it not only could
blast any given country off the map, but blow up
the map for keeps. The Army, of course, claimed
that the doughboys had won every war in the past
and there was no evidence that they still could not
go where airplanes and warships couldn't. , It was
at this point that the Congress decided to extract
some expert testimony under oath.
The Navy, which had successfully fought a proposed merger of the armed forced two years before
only to bow to the compromise "unification act,"
was characteristically thorough in its preparation
for the bearings. Captain Burke was brought in to
b,ead Op-23, a sub-subdivision of the office of the
Chief of Naval Operations assigned to study the
problems of the Navy's integration in the Department of Defense. "Op" is standard naval contraction for the Office of Naval Operations; the "23"
designated a specific subdivision, as Op-29 identifies the Office of Naval History.
Burke, under his bosses' orders, concentrated his
research on the employment, past and projected, of
naval aviation to help disprove the claims of the
opposition's propagandists. When the open hearings began and the admirals started parading past
the committee with reams of Burke's data on the

need for naval aviation, the astute press dubbed the
proceedings "The Revolt of the Admirals." It was
soon accura.tely guessed that Burke, the expert on
research and development, was the collator of the
statistical information, but the Navy's strategists hid
Arleigb in the Pentagon attic and forbade him to see
newspapermen. In that hideaway I, as the only historian on active duty (and only a semipro at that),
drank a daily gallon of coffee and discussed plans
with him.
•
A few overzealous young naval officers, impatient with the Navy's official policy of combatting
the Air Force demands with polite regard for par1iamentary procedure, passed "confidential" coun1•!rpropaganda memoranda in dark corridors of
t l1e Press Club or dropped papers where they were
i ure to be found.
Somehow the press came to
blame Burke's Op-23 for these maneuvers-mainly
1,ecause the Navy refused to be frank about what
11isjob really was.
Actually, nothing but the Navy's undeviating obl11senessin press relations, its traditional public infllrmation-be-damned policy, prevented it from
,·,mdidly explaining what Burke was doing. There
\,·as nothing secret about Op-23. But Secretary
!ohnson and Navy Secretary Francis P. Matthews
apparently believed what they read, that Burke's
•'propaganda agency" was smuggling out anti-Air
Force propaganda. Matthews sicked the Inspector
General's gumshoe man on Burke's office. His files
were impounded and be and bis staff placed under
technical arrest. Of course, no secret papers, no
incriminating data, were found. There never bad
been any.
As a result of the tempest, Captain Burke's name
was struck from the 1949 promotion list. Such an
arbitrary and vindictive action was bound to leak,
and leaked it was without Burke's knowledge to
four co-operative newspapermen. The press redeemed itself for past error by raising a storm that
rocked the White House. Admiral Forrest P. Sherman, the new Chief of Naval Operations (CNO
Louis Denfeld has been summarily fired for his
leadership of Navy's self-defense), warned the
civilian secretariat that Burke's name had better be
restored to the roster of new admirals because the
scandal was bad for the Navy and a lot worse for
the administration.
It was done, and so ended--or should have ended
-the whole paper farce of Op-23. But every time
Burke's name·has made the headlines, he bas been
tagged with the label of conspirator. Be that as it
may, the Navy won the debate, thanks largely to
Burke's mass evidence and the strategic planning
be helped Admiral Arthur Radford, now Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to devise. -The Navy
not only kept its bombing planes and carriers but
won Congressional approval to build more.

NOW, THEN, WHAT IS the
background of Arleigb ("31Knot") Burke? First, he is not
the Irishman some writers have
made him out to be. Scandinavian and Pennsylvania Dutch
blood predominate, and the admiral's surname is
bis pioneering Swedish grandfather's contraction
of the jawbreaking patronymic Bjorkegren. The
first syllable was pronounced a lot like "Burke."
Arleigb was born on the family farm two miles
east of Boulder, Colorado, on October 19, 1901.
After be grew into his teens, encouragement by a
teacher in the Colorado State Preparatory School
led him to petition his congressman, the late
Charles B. Timberlake, for appointment to the
Naval Academy. He got the appointment.
At the Academy, where few men retain their
given names, Burke was rechristened "Billie," with
·•Whitey" (for his now darkened Nordic blondness) as a variant. Big and brawny, be went out for
wrestling, but a broken shoulder soon took him out
of athletics. Today Burke is a great believer in
competitive sports-for others, that is, and more
for conditioning than recreation. He is strictly a
spectator, and he likes best to watch football. For
his o\Vn personal exercise, Burke demands someCollier's
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thing practical-such as building his own weekend
cottage at Great Falls on the Virginia side of the
Potomac some 17 miles west of Washington. Burke
sketched his own plans for the house, giving it a pagoda roof and adjustable interior walls like those in
a Japanese house. He ordered logs from Oregon,
precut to fit, for the exterior and did much of the
work on the house with his own hands.
Burke is remembered by his Academy classmates
as a euphoric, individualistic fellow who bad an insatiable appetite for vanilla ice cream and for frankft.1rters ( which he still indulges even to the extent
of eating his hot dogs cold). His pet phrase in his
dormitory days.was a dreamy, "Lord, but that girl
of mine is a wonder." He still so believes.
The tiny (95 pounds) Mrs. Burke was born
Roberta Gorsuch, in Kansas of Maryland stock.
She was living in Washington with her sister
when she met Arleigh on a blind date in his
first Academy year. He married J;iis "Bobbie" in
1the Academy chapel, four years later-on graduation day, June 7, 1923.

BURKE FINISHED 70th in his
class of 414, and was immedi, ately assigned to the battleship
Arizona, anchored across the bay
from Seattle. The twenties were
years of depression, in war's aftl"rmath, and th militury services, as always, were
the last lo be re cued. Bobbie Burke learned from
more experienced Navy wive , f whom he stood
in nwc, how to shop frugally, how to establish credit
for the lean times just before pay day, and how
to bargain for hotel accommodations when she followed her husband's ship up and down the coast.
hcse days her big job is to "sort of stand between
Arleigh and the world," and to see that the admiral
1,1Ls enough sleep. Bobbie Burke is going to be busy
the next two to four years in the ugly, rambling late
Victorian mansion on Observatory Hill in Washington, where CNOs are required to dwell.
Back in the '20s, Ensign Burke went to work with
the guns on the Arizona. and as soon as permissible
in 1929-applied for training in gunnery. The
11 xt three years be spent in postgraduate schools
11tAnnapolis and the University of Michigan, where
h • ca med his master's degree in chemical ( exploivc ) engineering, and in practical education in
the Navy powder factory and proving grounds near
Wnshington. It was dull, hard work, but the time
was coming when Burke would be very happy in
his proficiency.
Burke was made lieutenant junior grade in 1926,
full lieutenant in 1930. In 1937 he joined his first
d stroyer, USS Craven, as executive officer. Two
ycnrs later, a lieutenant commander now, he was
made captain of the destroyer Mugford, his first
l'Ommand; by the end of that uneasy year of 1939,
the ship had won the fleet trophy for gunnery and
~food third in engineering.
Off to an inspector's job at the Naval Gun FaclOry on Washington's river front went Burke, and
there be was on Pearl Harbor day. There be stayed
for months, too, unreconciled with a full command·1 's rank, despite pleading, wheedling and arguing
to put his long, expansive training to work shooting. He wanted combat duty.
Finally, the impatient Burke trapped the Chief
of the Ordnance Bureau in a corridor of the old
Novy Building and argued his case in the short walk
to the admiral's office. The admiral, vexed at the
young commander's effrontery, blew bis top with
such vigor that he felt constrained to call in Burke
n xt day to apologize. And, of course, Burke just
11skcdagain to be sent off to war. This time he went
very quickly. He was given command of Destroyer
Division 43, escorting transports to Guadalcanal.
The battle for Guadalcanal was well nigh over in
February, 1943, when Burke shepherded his transports in, and there was no great activity for him until the end of June when his division, as a part of the
assault on enemy strong points in New Georgia,
ranged far to the northwest to bombard Kolombangnra Island. In that small operation, Burke was under Admiral Aaron S. (Tip) Merrill, commanding
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Burke has every Navy decoration
except Medal of Honor. Here he
is being presented a Navy Cross

Burke served as Chief of Staff
to Adm. Marc Mitscher
(I.) in
peacetime
Caribbean
maneuvers

U 1

U.S.

As member of Allied team, Burke (alighting
from jeep, right) took part in cease-fire
negotiations with Chinese and Korean Reds
Left: In 1949, at age of 47, Burke played
major role in "The Revolt of the Admirals"
-and
it almost wrecked his Naval career
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BURKE continued

Rabaul neck of the Solomon 'Sea. Burke, nettled
at the implied sarcasm, got there an hour and a
half earlier than ordered.
It was Burke luck-for
nobody could have
planned it that way-that the enemy ships arrrived
on the radar screen far ahead of estimate. Moreover, he not only bad five de'stroyers to the Japanese two, but also another advantage: he knew
where the enemy was and they had no idea Burke
( or anyone else) was waiting to pounce.
The fight had been discussed in theory with Commander Bernard (Count) Austin, commanding the
other division in the squadron, and the five ships'
captains. To launch the attack, therefore, Burke
had only to give the most unorthodox command in
naval history: "Hold your hats, boys! Here we go!"
Then three other Japanese destroyers arrivedU.S. NAVY
just in time to see the first two sent to the bottom.
Having faster and bigger ships than the Americans,
the latecomers decided to use their superiority to
Burke intends to push ahead with the development
best advantage by getting out of there, scattering
as they went.
Burke gave chase. He caught one, to make his
of atomic-powered ships. "It may be," he says, "that the ships won't
bag for the night three of Japan's fastest and heaviest destroyers, almost small cruisers. But the best
look like anything a sailor can recognize"
bouquet Burke was awarded for the victory (which
incidentally was won with no damage at all to our
ships or men) was the intercepted Japanese report
that they had fought off an attack by "a division of
cruisers, a division of destroyers and several motor
phosphorescence of the water glowed its answer.
Cruiser Division 12. It was to be a historic combitorpedo boats."
And then the sky line was broken by a row of points
nation; the men were much alike in temperament,
The battle is still rated by the Naval War Colwhich grew into the top-hamper of Burke's de- •
given to performing all duties with boldness, imagilege as a classic in the history of destroyer actions.
stroyer squadron. The TBS (short-range radionation and as much fun as could possibly be injected
On March 24, 1944, Burke was ordered to the
telephone for "talk between ships") sputtered and
into the grim business of war.- Burke, for example,
staff of Admiral Marc A. Mitscher, commanding
squawked.
_
conceived the utterly un-Navy idea of having each
Carrier Division 3. Burke didn't like to go-he
"Stand aside! Stand aside! I'm coming through
of Merrill's cruisers "adopt" a destroyer, to give it
at 31 knots!" The voice was Burke's 1 warnin~ all
the ice cream and fresh bread that the small ship's
wanted onlr to keep on f!la,hti11_i-~_1_1_c!_
t~i: t_l!_~
~~1_!1--~
faciliLics could not pr vidc.
darkened ships in his path. He reached the rendezreason "Pete" Mitscber didn't want to have him as
vous barely two and a half hours ahead of_ the
In eptember, 1943, Burke was made a four
his chief of staff. What Burke said then was almost
enemy.
striper, a captain, and designated Commander of
exactly what he told this writer when he became
In the ensuing battle, the Japanese lost one
Destroyer Squadron 23. He now had two divisions
Chief of Naval Operations: "The worst part of this
cruiser and a destroyer. The rest high-tailed for the
-eight ships in all-to command. It occurred to
job is having to leave all those beautiful destroyers."
him that something more was needed to effect cosecurity of the Bismarck Archipelago northward,
Burke, the fighter, was now Burke, the planner,
with Burke's destroyers in hot pursuit. The only
hesiveness, esprit de corps, among so many homeand between him and Mitscher grew that same sort
destroyer left to Merrill was the cine American ship
sick-and save for cramped quarters, homelessof interdependence warmed by affection ·that had
damaged in the affray, the Foote.
men. He found his answer in a comic book. He
existed between Arleigh and "Tip" Merrill. On up
Admiral Merrill grabbed the mouthpiece of
figured that destroyers are always busy as beavers,
the western Pacific toward the Japanese home isthe TBS.
so he adopted Little Beaver, the sure-shooting Inlands the trail now led. There was a daring raid on
"Arlie, this is Tip. For God's sake come home.
dian lad in the Red Ryder comic strip, as mascot
Manila Bay where 50 Japanese ships were sunk.
We're lonesome."
of his squadron.
Mitscher, Burke & Co. fought at Leyte, at Saipan
Through the murky, cordite-reeking air came the
Little Beaver, in full color, was painted on the
and the general Mariana Islands field of combat.
answer: "Aye, aye, sir. Heading south."
bridge of each destroyer. For scalps, there were
Burke was a commodore now, a one-star flag offiThe Merrill-Burke dialogues over the short-range
stenciled shell bursts for bombardments accomcer in a temporary wartime revival of the rank.
radiophones were always as informal as that, or
plished, silhouettes of enemy ships destroyed, "meat
Then came the Okinawa campaign. Word
more so. When Burke's destroyers moved in
balls" for planes shot down, and on the veteran
reached the encircling American fleet that Japan's
against an enemy fleet to fire crippling torpedoes
ships of the squadron, a strange-looking symbol
mightiest fighting ship, Yamato, was leading a task
before the big-gun cruisers opened up, his signal
that had to be explained as representing Army chaforce down on it. Planes were launched with preto Merrill that the missiles were on their way
lets de necessite. The Army built these cubicles on
cise instructions where to intercept the enemy.
would be, "My guppies are swimming," or "The
stilts over the water, and the wash of the destroyers
"But," said a bewildered British naval observer,

frequently sent them toppling, especially if they
were top-heavy with occupancy. For each one destroyed another symbol was painted on the bridge
of the ship responsible.
The Little Beaver team saw action soon, and in
Burke's grand style. D day for the seizure of Bougainville was November 1st. Five days before, Admiral Merrill was ordered to take his cruisers and
destroyers to the big island and "soften it up." The
cruisers and Burke's destroyers plowed up the Japanese airfields at Buka and Bonis, at the northern
end of Bougainville, then turned south to flatten
the Shortland Islands off the opposite tip end. The
invasion was to be at Cape Torokina on Empress
Augusta Bay, halfway up the island's west coast.
Merrill & Co. had to screen the transports from
seaward.
As the transports moved in behind the steel wall
provided by four cruisers, Merrill sent his destroyers off some 150 miles to be refueled, for their
bunkers were nearly dry after their 800-mile bombardment tour at high speed. But with the destroyers at the oil barges in Hathorn Sound, Merrill
received an intelligence message: four Japanese
cruisers and six destroyers were headed his way . . .
and the evening sky was already alive with enemy
planes trying to get at the discharging transports.
Merrill sent a hurry-up radio call to Burke. The
horizon glowed with heat lightning. The tropic

fish are out of the can."

"you have launched before you can possibly be

AFTER THE BATILE of Empress Augusta Bay, Burke's Little Beavers had a three-week rest
from active combat. Then, on
November 24th, while the destroyers were refueling at Hathorn Sound, Burke was ordered out again on the
double. Intelligence reports had it that the Japanese were planning a rescue foray against Buka
Island, on Bougainville's northern tip.
Burke's orders were inconclusive; they were to
proceed westward a measured distance and then
to turn north, at a speed of 30 knots. (Maybe it
should be explained that "30 knots" means traveling 30 nautical miles-somewhat longer than land
miles-in an hour, about top speed for destroyers.)
Off charged Burke and his Little Beavers. Over
the TBS radio he reported to base, "Making 31
knots." An hour later he sent Admiral Halsey a
new position and a report: still "making 31 knots."
By this time Halsey had decided where Burke could
best intercept the enemy, and Captain H. R. (Ray)
Thurber, Halsey's operations officer, accordingly
sent the admiral's order that "Thirty-One-Knot
Burke". should get himself athwart the Buka-

sure of their location."
Burke answered him dryly: "We are launching
against the spot where we would be if we were the
Yamato."
By sundown, the Japanese battleship, her accompanying cruiser, and two destroyers were all at the
bottom.
The end of the war was closing in, and when it
came, Commodore Burke went back to a captaincy
again. In October, 1945, he was ordered to the
Bureau of Ordnance to head the Division of Research and Development-making
ready for any
new war, that is. He didn't stay long. Admiral
Mitscher, who didn't want Burke in 1944, was put
in command of the Eighth Fli,et and demanded
Burke as his chief of staff, to which billet Arleigh
reported in February, 1946. When Mitscher moved
up to Commander in Chief, Atlantic the following
September, Burke moved with him.
On Mitscher's death a few months later, Burke
was sent, with top-echelon understanding, to the
quietude of the General Board to work on a treatise that turned out to be of such importance that
it's still top secret. It's a patient and minute study
of the areas of potential progression in the science
of warfare, a sort of Where Are We and Where Are
We Going?
Next, for the last six months of 1948, he comCollier's for September 16, 1955
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manded the cruiser Huntington. Then he was sent
for by Chief of Naval Operations Denfeld, at the
behest of Deputy Chief Arthur W. Radford, to bead
the aforementioned Op-23. When that blew up, he
was made bead of the Navy's Research and Development Board until, in August, 1950, be was sent to
the Korean war area to be Deputy Chief of Staff
for the Commander, Naval Forces in the Far East.
From May to October, 1951, be commanded
Cruiser Division Five in Korean waters, and when
the shooting lulled, he became a member-and
a
tough, outspoken one--of the Allied team for the
cease-fire negotiations. From there be was ordered
back to Washington in December, 1951, in the face
of rising Communist aggressiveness, to head Op-30
-as Chief of Strategic Plans.
•
The routine of Burke's duties can be finished
quickly: April, 1954, Commander of Cruiser Division Six. January, 1955. Commander of Destroyers, Atlantic. Then, August 17, 1955, Chief of
Naval Operations-a
job, folks say, that fits him
like an eight-inch shell fits its gun barrel.
What's more, he looks the part of a Chief of Naval Operations. He stands a fraction of an inch under six feet in his glossy shoes, has seven rows of
medals on his wrestler's chest, and weighs close to
200 steely pounds. His once blond hair, tawny
now, still reveals a crispy wave despite close
clipping.
I le is a good talker, although terse when he need
he. Once he asked a young junior, "What's the
diITcrent:e bclWCl'lla goiid ofikcr and u poor one'l"
The flustered lieutenant, anxious to pl ase, delivered hirnsel( of a long recitation. Burke heard him
through and then said: "The difference between a
good officer and a poor one is about ten seconds."
lf there's anything of the crank about Burke, it
is his vehemence in preaching the worth of naval
service. In advising a 1955 midshipman facing his
initial tour of duty as an ensign on the forthcoming
antarctic expedition. he warned: "Boredom comes
from lack of work. Outline for yourself work to do
each day. Make sure that you achieve something
in your career each day. Never let a day go by
when you don't do something good-not for yourself but for somebody else and, more importantly,
for your Navy and your country."
When Burke's appointment as CNO was an-

nounced, letters, telegrams and cablegrams were
sent to him by sackfuls. They were from enlisted
men, active and retired, cooks, gunners, torpedo
men; they were from officers who had served with
him, some lieutenant commanders by now, others
all the way to vice-admirals, _retired-including
a
Japanese! One spoke for all when he wrote: "This
is the best thing that has happened to the Navy and
the country since John Paul Jones .... "
Because Burke is the author of the classifie document in extrapolation of practices of modern war
to theories of the future, he is reluctant to discuss
what's likely to happen next.

J

"FAST AS THEY SEEM to
make their appearances, changes
in equipment and techniques are
always accdmplished a hell of a
lot slower than most people realize," be says. "From the time
a technological breakthrough is accomplished,
through its development, experimentation, authorization, financing, and finally installation, an awful
lot of time is used up and even then you've. only
made a beginning."
But count on this: under CNO Burke, Navy
progress is going to move on new ball bearings.
Nuclear-powered carrier aircraft will be in the air
before he is through.
'.
As for alomic-powcrcd ships, Burk• hns tl;,s 10
say: ···1he application of nudcar power to SLtrlaec
propulsion presents altogether new problems. They
arc under intense study now." And he inteml to
begin "pushing like hell" on the project, which not
only entails the invention, practically, of the propelling machinery and power plant, but new hull
designs.
"It may be the ships won't look like anything a
sailor can recognize," he laughs, "but the techniques of warfare are changing rapidly. The overall job is to keep the Navy one step ahead of
anybody who threatens the United States by sea.
Naturally I am going to encourage the development
of faster ways to do things, faster ways of getting
from here to there."
One of the "faster ways of getting from here to

there" may be by guided missiles, another program
Burke is expected to push beyond its present experimental pace. It could be that guided-missile ships
-fast launching platforms that could even be submarines-will supplement the carriers for which hi;
fought so energetically in Op-23.
"Whatever the instruments, the Navy's mission
will. forever be the same," Burke says. "And that
is, as you know, to try to keep all enemy forces on
the opposite shore, and there to destroy them.
That's the major mission. Others are to keep the
sea lanes open to our commerce and to deny them
to the enemy, troopships or banana boats."
Will Burke also go through the Navy roster "at
31 knots"? He says no, there will be no drastic
changes. And, what of the interservice controversies of the '40s? Burke will not have to take back
anything he said in 1949.
• Jn that monumental rhubarb he did not utter one
word in criticism of the Air Force or the Army', nor
did he produce any material for other witnesses to
use in their disparagement. I possess one of the
few copies of the entire transcript of the proceedings. Burke's own testimony and all his research
were designed to show bow essential, how indispensable and indivisible, the whole naval establishment was to the national security. And be won
bis case.
Publicly and quite sincerely, he asserts that the
United States can't afford not to have the strongest
Army, Air Force and Navy in the world. "No one
ol lhc M:rviccs is sclf-sull1cien1 in this ·ornpl •x 11 ,
says Bu1k '. ''If nny one ot lhe111sh uld fail th•
other two, all arc bound to suffer."
That's Arlcigh Burke, the sail rman seasoned in
battleship , cruisers, carriers and destroy rs, not to
forget desk drill in the Bureau of Ordnance, the
Pentagon and the truce tents at Panmunjom, who
-some
of the seniors are saying-hasn't
had
enough experience.
"But that list doesn't tell it all," said a captain
who had served with Burke. "The one quality
Burke has more than any senior I know is inspiring
leadership. That may sound like tripe, but you saw
how it worked with the crew of his destroyer, and
the Little Beavers. Burke is the sort of guy men will
fight for. It's a quality that inspires men to do better than their previous best."
THE END
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The new Joint Chiefs of Staff (from left): Gen. Nathan F. Twining of Air Force, Gen. Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., of
Marines, Chairman Adm. Arthur W. Radford, Gen. ~foxwell D. Taylor of Army, and Adm. Al'leigh Burke of Navy
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